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The scattering operator which belongs to a pair of PDEs consisting of the 
KleinGordon equation and a perturbation of it by a power-like nonlinearity f(u) 
is studied. It is shown that this operator can be defined on a whole neighbourhood 
of the origin in energy space iff(u) = flulP-‘u or + IuIP, where 1 + 4/(n - 1) < p < 
1 + 4/(n - 2) and the space dimension n > 2 is arbitrary. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
This paper contains an extension of results on the existence of the scat- 
tering operator belonging to the pair of equations 
u,, - Au + m*u +f(u) = 0 (NLKG) 
and 
ult--Adu+m*u=O. (KG). 
Here f denotes throughout the paper a C-function with f(O) = 0 and 
If’(s)1 <~I.sI~-~ for any SE R. 
Strauss [8] proved the existence of the scattering operator in a whole 
neighbourhood of the origin in energy space, provided 1+4/n < p < 1 + 
4/(n - l), where the space dimension n 3 2 is arbitrary. This result was 
extended by the author in [7] to the range 1+4/(n- l)<p< 1 + 
4/(n - 2), provided 2 <n d 5. Tsutsumi and Hayashi in [ 123 were able to 
consider in arbitrary dimension n > 2 powers in a range 1 + 4/(n - 1) < p < 
pa(n) < 1+ 4/(n - 2), where pO(n) = 1 + 4/(n - 2) only if 3 <n 6 8. Moreover 
a sign condition on f, namely to be of the form f(u) = IuIp- ‘u, which is 
unnatural in the case of small data, had to be imposed. Related results in 
the case of arbitrary, possibly high energy were derived by Brenner [2, 33. 
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We are able to prove now that in the general case off (without sign con- 
dition) and arbitrary n 2 2 for the whole range 1 + 4/(n - 1) < p < 1 + 
4/(n - 2) the scattering operator exists in a whole neighbourhood of the 
origin in energy space. More precisely this means that for given initial data 
f- E H’,*(llY), gP E L*(OY) there exists a unique solution u of (NLKG) 
such that u(t) - z._(t) + 0 (t -+ -co) in the sense of energy norms, where 
U_ denotes the solution of (KG) with data f- , g _, and moreover there 
exists a solution U, of (KG) such that u(t) - u+(t) -+ 0 (t -+ +oo) in the 
sense of energy norms. As a byproduct we also get an existence and uni- 
queness result for the Cauchy problem for (NLKG) with small, but 
otherwise arbitrary data in energy space. Especially in the range 1 + 
4/(n - 1) <p < 1 + 4/(n - 2) (p < co if n = 2) we are able to show uniqueness 
of “weak” solutions to the Cauchy problem of (NLKG), i.e., in a regularity 
class to which solutions of (KG) belong for arbitrary data with finite 
energy. 
Some of the ideas come from Strauss’ papers [S, 91 and are combined 
with the space-time estimates for solutions of (KG), which were derived by 
Brenner [3], Strichartz [lo], and Marshall [6]. In contrast to the results 
of Strauss [S] and the author [7] no contraction mapping principle can be 
applied but Schauder’s fixed point theorem has to be used. Moreover it 
seems to be necessary to use certain elements of the nonlinear interpolation 
theory. 
We use the following notation: Hk,p(R”) = Hk,p, k E R, 1 < p < CO, 
denotes the completion of CF(R’) with respect o 
IIullHkP: = IF’((l + 1412~k’Z~~~~~~~~llL~(lW”)~ 
where F, F- ’ are the Fourier transform and its inverse, respectively. The 
Besov space &p( UY) = &p, O<s< 1, l<p<co, is the completion of 
C;(R’) with respect o 
II&y:= IlullLp+j-; frs sup Ilu(. +h)-U(.)ll$$ 
Ihl i 0 
Finally, if A: = -CT=, a*/lL$ + m*, m # 0, we define 
u * 
IK III 
:= ~IA112~/~2 + /lull*, where ll~ll:= Il~IIL2~~~~. 
V H’.2@L2 
Constants are denoted by c and change from line to line. Ed, E*,..., denote 
positive numbers, which have to be chosen sufficiently small. 
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1. SCATTERING RESULTS 
For the convenience of the reader we repeat a well-known decay result 
for the linear KleinHSordon equation. Let A denote 
-A+m’,m#O, A:= 2 z 
j= 1 ax;. 
THEOREM 0. (a) For any t,b~C;(lR”), l<p<26p’<co, l/p+ 
l/p’ = 1, the following estimate holds: 
IIAp”2 sin (A”2t) t+bII LP’( R”) < K(t) II+11 ~(“-I+~MZ-ln+l+e)/~‘9( R”), 
where 
K(t)=ct~(“-‘-8)(1/2-I/p’) 9 o<t<1, 
= (y(“- 1+8)(1/z- I/p’) 5 t3 1, 
0<861. 
(b) Let 
(l/q, l/r) ED, y < 4 + l/q - l/r, then 
II Av’2~  II L’( Iw(L4( 03”)) 1 -wIlf-IIH’.qR”)+ lb-IlL+vyh 
where 
u-(t):=cos (Ali2t) f- + Ap1j2 sin (A’12t) g_. 
Proof. (a) cf. [2, Appendix 21. 
(b) cf. [6, Theorem 41. 
Throughout this chapter we make the following 
Fundamental Assumption 
(Al) The function f belongs to C~,,,(R, R) and fulfills 
f(O)=0 and If’(s)ldClslP-‘forsEIW, 
where 
1+4</?<1+-& 
n 
(p < co in the case n = 2). 
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(A2) Let 6, denote a positive number to be fixed later and assume 
Ilf- II If’4 R”) + II g- II I.+ W”) G6,. 
We consider now the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear Klein-Gordon 
equation 
u,, + Au +f(u) = 0 in IR” x R, n 3 2 arbitrary, 
where 
A:= -A +m*= - mER,m#O. 
Our first aim is to show that the mapping 
T: u(t)~u-(t)+j’A-Ii2 sin [A “‘(t - T)] f(u(z)) dr 
Y 
has a fixed point in a suitable function space. Here 
~(t):=cos (A’j2t)f_ + A-‘/* sin (A”*t) g 
denotes the solution of the linear Klein-Gordon equation with data 
f- E ZZ1.2( Rn) and g- E L*( R”); v is an arbitrary real number. Let Zc R! 
denote a compact interval with v E I. 
where E > 0 is sufficiently small, p < 00 sufficiently large. Iff- , g- E Cr(R”) 
with suppf-, supp g- c {[xl dk}, k>,O, we define 
s:= {UE P-1 Ilull v~6,suppu(t)~{Ixl~k+Iv~+It-v~},ift~Z}, 
where 6 is defined in the following Lemma. Obviously S is a closed, convex 
subset of V. 
LEMMA 1. Let f _, gP belong to Cr( KY’) with supp f _ , supp g- c 
( 1x1 6 k}. Zf 6, is sufficiently small there exists a positive 6 such that T maps 
S continuously into itselJ: Moreover we even have TS c { Ilull r < S}, where 
P:=LP(Z, z-zE~P+l(Rn))n L 2(n+l)/(npl)-& 1 ( 2 ~l/*+L*(n+1)/(n-l)-*& @“)h 
E > 0 sufficiently small, and 
TSc {uEL~(Z,H’-~+~(W)) 1 sup (Ju(~)(J~,~+,(~“)~~). 
rtl 
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All these choices are independent of K, v, Z; 6 depends only on 6,) e, and p. 
The same conclusions hold for arbitrary, small data f _ E H’*2(W’), g_ E 
L’(R”), and S defined without the support property. 
Proof. (a) First of all energy conservation gives 
sup IIU-(t)llHE,P+l(~n)~CSUp lIU~(t)ll~‘.*(IW”)~C(Ilf-ll~‘.~(IW”) + II g - II L*( R”))? 
teag ffW 
because H’*‘(W) c Hz@ + ’ (W) for E”> 0 small enough and p < 
(n + 2)/(n - 2). 
From Theorem O(b) we conclude that 
llup II LP( R,H~P+‘( W)) < cllu- II LP( R,wMO( W)) G 4 Ilf- II H’.2( W) + II g- II L2( W”)), 
where l/q, =‘$ - 2/np - E,,, y = 1 - 2/np - l/p - 2~ (cc, sufficiently small), 
because ZPO( R”) c HE,p + 1 (W”) for suitably chosen p, sO, k Finally 
Theorem O(b) applied with the choices q = 2(n + l)/(n - 1) - 2.s, y = i + E, 
y=2(n+l)/(n-1)-s shows that 
IIU- llL2(n+Il/~n-L)~E(~,H1/2+22~n+1X~n~l)-ZE(~n)) G 4 I f - II H’J( R”) + II g- II L2( W”)). 
(b) For U, u E V Theorem O(a) leads to the inequality (l/p + l/p’ = 1) 
II((Tu)(t)llH~/z+u 
Gc ‘(f~z)-(“-l)(l/z-l/~‘) 
f Ilf(4~)) -f(U(~))ll,,liZ-+ & Y 
where p’ = 2(n + 1 )/(n - 1) - 2s. By interpolation we have 
llf(u)-f(u)ll~1/2-~,.r~cllf(u)-f~v~ll~,/2f~~~~1-E’)llf~~~-f~U~ll~~(1--E’) 
< C(Ilf(U)II H1/2-6,/2.p + Ilf(u)lI"1,2-~,,2.1)('-2E')'(1 -E~)ilf(u,-f~u,ll~~('-~'~. 
The imbedding Bi/’ -E~12gP c HI/’ PE1/2~a (cf. [ 1, Theorem 6.2.4-J) gives 
II f(u)ll H112-qP.P < cllf(u)ll Bfh/2.@ 
llf(u)\lLi+f; a-(1’2--E1’2) sup Il~~(.+h))-f(~(.))ll~i4)- 
Ihl <a 
The integral can be majorized by (l/b + l/4 = 1 ), 
f 
1 c 0 
0 
-(1’2--EL’2) sup IIIIu(*+h)lP-‘+ lu(.)Ip-‘]lu(.+h)-u(.)]lILI~ 
lhl c 0 
<44l~GA III II ; -6 r- 1 u B/2 1/2Po~clIuIIpL~P(~~I,II~II~~i~.PP, 
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where we used the imbedding H1’2rd4 c B:/2--EJ/2,fi4 (cf. [ll, p. 1803). The 
choice 6 =p’/ji, fi =d’/@;’ -d) g ivesj$(p-l)=((n+1)/2)(p-l)+s,, and 
thus leads to 
Ilf(u)ll HI/Z q/z.p. c u ~(~“+‘m(~-I~+q -< II Ilp-’ II4 f,‘/z+’ . 
A simple calculation shows H1’2,c’ c L@ and pp > p + 1, thus by inter- 
polation, 
llf(u)-f(o)ll”,‘j”-““~c[(llull”,i,’+ llUII~~~)llU-ull~klE”~l--‘~ 
6mll;,,,,.+ II~II~,,,,~~II~-~II~pO+l. 
Altogether we arrive at 
6 c( ll~llp,~:,,,~,,,~,,+~,ll~llH’/*$. + II”II~((“~,,,~,,p-,)+~2~lu~~ Hd(’ -2E’)‘(i-E’) 
x #4~,:,,z.+ II~II~,,~B.~II~--UIl~pO+,. 
Thus a typical term which has to estimated now is (where w = u or w = u) 
The generalized Young’s inequality gives 
1 
(n +3)/2(n + I)+ E,ZI x Ilu(z)-u(r)ll~,0+,)2(n+‘)l(n+3)~~13d~ 
With the notation 
(p 1 E,J 
2(n+ 1) 
tl:= - - ( --,513 > 7 
n+3 
2(n + 1) p:=-- E-(1 +h1) 
( 
2(n + 1) 
n-l --El3 n+3 > 
we have a > /? if p > (n + 3)/(n - 1 ), and we show by interpolation 
Il~ll;,,o+l~,~,,p~l,+l*~ClI~ll~r-C~SIIUII~~~+C’5~~II~II~~~~~lI~II~~~+L~s. 
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An easy calculation namely shows that l/F > l/r > l/p - 1/2n under the 
assumptions on p so that the imbedding 
holds. 
Thus by Hiilder’s inequality, 
1 
(n+3)/2(n+1)+~17 
dc 
x II uII (c( - B + ~15)m + 3mn + 1) + ~~4) 
LP(I,LPf ‘(R”)) II~--uIl~I(LLp+l(Iw”)) 
~CwIIPy-E’8+ II~IIPV-L1*~II~-uIl~~(,,~,+~(~“,,. 
Altogether we arrive at 
I)Tu- Tu~~~zI~+IM(~-II-~(~,~LI~+HP’(~~)). <c(I14$-E18+ II~llPy-C’8~ll~-~ll~~(,,~P+1(W”)). 
(c) Theorem O(a) leads to 
II (Tu)(t) - (Tu)(t)ll MG+I 
<c [’ (t--t)-(“-i)‘2+(n-i)‘(p +“~lf(u(z))-f(~(z))l~~,~-~),~-(n-t,~,ip+,~+~~p+,~p dz. 
By interpolation we get 
VW -fwlH(~~ I)/2 (n+I~/lp+l)+E~P-iI)/P, c < WWIIH( - - ” 1112 (n+l)l(P+l)+E19,lP+I)lP 
+ Ilf(U)II~n-l,i2-cn+tVcP+l,+t19.(P+I)IP)1-E20. Ilf(u) -j-(u))Il;~+,v,. 
We easily estimate 
The integral is split up into the parts It - ~1 > 1 and Jt - zI < 1. A typical 
term for the first part is (w = u or w = 0): 
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J,(t):= j’ (t-z)-‘- 1)/2+(n--I)/(p+l)llf(U(Z))I11-EZ0 _ H(” IV2 ln+ll/lP+l)+~2l,lP+I)/p Y 
It-T1 3 I 
x II~(7~IIZP,,,1~EZoII~~7~ - 47N;;+, d7 
0 
I 
6 Ilf(U(7))I12(~+l)~~+l-(~~3)~)~~~2 fjfn 11/z rn+IUlP+I)+s2l,(~+I)/P 
Y 
> 
(n+l-(n-3)~)/2(~+1)+~24 
x II~~7~II~~l,1~E2311~~7~ - 47)II;;+, d7 
by Holder’s inequality. 
In analogy to the estimate in part (b) the use of Besov-norms hows that 
Ilf(u)ll H(“- I)/2 (n+l)/(ptI)+q,.(p+l)/p, c 24 < II llPp’ L(p+l),p,p-l)p 24 H(.~I~/z-~.+ll/lP+~,+~2~.~~t~~/P~ =I1 II 
= C~~U~~~pc~llUII~l.~Ll/2~ln+I~/l~+l)+ZP2,.~+l, 
where;=&--1), G=p. 
In the case 2(p + l)/(n + 1 - (n - 3)~) > 2(n + l)/(n - 1) we interpolate 
and get 
~~U~~~,“-ll,*~c.+t,,rp+11+2r2,.,~tI , c u~~~~ll”-1l,2~(.+l)l~P+I~+2~2,11/~.P+l u < II II II z&Y+:. 
Choose now x such that (2(p + l)/(n + 1 - (n - 3)p) -s& = 
2(n + 1 )/(n - 1) - E - s25. An elementary calculation shows the imbedding 
fp/2,2(n + 1 )/(n - 1) - 2& c pl- I)/2 - (n + 1 )/(p + 1) + 2E21)IIW + 1 
under the assumptions on p we made. Thus we arrive at 
1lf(~)ll~p+l,!n+l-(n-3)P)~&25 
n IV2 l~+Il/~P+lltr22.lP+Ill~ 
6 clbll 
p(2(p + 1 )/(n + 1 - (n ~ 3)p) - E25) - (2(n + I )/(?I - 1) ~ E - 0 
~~:,,t,li’:~,~:i_,d-‘ll~ll Lp+I . (*I 
In the case 2(p + l)/(n + 1 -(n- 3)~) < 2(n + l)/(n- l), which is 
equivalent to p < (n” + n + 2)/( n2-n -4), if n > 3, and p arbitrary, if 
n = 2 we show by elementary calculations that H1’2*2(“+ ‘VW ‘)-*’ c 
fp-l)/2~(“+1)l(P+1)+2822.~+1c~P+1 as well as p(2(p + l)/(n + l- 
tn-3)p)) > 2(n+ l)ltn-1) so that again (*) will be derived. An 
application of Holder’s inequality to the integral above gives us 
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In the same way, the integral over 1 t - TI < 1 can be estimated, so that 
Il~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~ll~~+~(~“)~~~II~II~-E28+ II~lI -E28~IIU-uII~~(,,Lp+l(R”)) 
for any t E I. 
By use of the generalized Young’s inequality it is also possible by chang- 
ing all parameters above at most by terms of order E to get for p large 
enough, 
IITu- WI LP(l,Hi,p+‘(W”))~C(II~II~-E29+ l141;-E29”29)ll~-~ll;;(,,Lp+,(R”)). 
(d) With P:= vnL”(Z, ZZ6P+1(~“)) we conclude from (at(c): 
IITu-Tullv~c(llullpV-“30+ Ilull$-E30)II~-ul(~o 
as well as 
II WI v 6 4 ILL II w2( w) + II g- II ,22( w)) + 4bll”,. 
Consequently, T is continuous in V. If now 6 is chosen so small that c@’ < 
46, i.e., dp- ’ 6 &, and 6, so small that 13, < $5, we have for U, u E S: 
~~Tul(v~c~,+c~p<~. 
So the lemma is proven except the support property. 
(e) As is well-known, 
suppu~(t)~{lxl~k+Itl}C{~x~~k+~v~+~t-vl}. 
If uES we have 
suPPf(4~))csuPPu(r)c (I.4 <k+ Ivl+ If-VI}, 
thus by the linear theory, 
swPA-1’2sin CA”2(f-~)lf(~(~))t {Ixl Gk+ [VI + IT-VI + It-~1) 
c (1x1 <k+ lvl + It-VI}. 
Therefore supp (Tu)(t)c {[xl bk+ [VI + It-VI}. 
LEMMA 2. TS is precompact in V. 
Proof: According to Lemma 1 we have for any v E TS, 
II41 LqI,fF.P+‘( W”)) + lbll ~*(n+I)/(n-I)-E(~,~L/*+~*(n+I)/(n-l)-h( R”)) , < 6. 
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In the same way one can show that the distributional derivative fulfills 
llu’ll LP(~,J-‘+“P+l( [w”)) + IIU’II < 6. LZ(“+l,i,n~l,-E(,,~-1,2+L2(n+I),(”-L)-2E( W”)), 
Furthermore we know supp u(t) c { 1x1 d k + (VI + 111 >for any t E Z, and the 
imbedding of H l/2 + H,Z(n+ ‘)l(np I)-~E([w~) into H1/2,2(n+ ‘)/(n- l-2&( [in) as well 
as the imbedding of HzsP + ’ (R”) into Lp + ‘(KY), restricted to functions with 
this support property, are compact. Because of the continuous imbeddings 
H1/2,2(n+ ‘)/(n ~ ‘)- h([W?Z) c H-‘/2+&2(?l+‘)/(+1)-2E([Wn) and Lp+‘([Wn) c 
H-l+f~pfl(Rn) the claim follows from [S, Theorem 5.1, p. 581. 
As a consequence of the preceding lemmas Schauder’s fixed point 
theorem (cf. [4, p. 2221) allows us to conclude 
LEMMA 3. Let f-, g- belong to CT(W) with Iif- 11 HL.zc R”J + 
II& II Lzc Rn, 6 6,) v E R. The mapping T has at least onefixedpoint u E TS c S 
satisfying 
U(t)=U-(t)+[‘A-“2 sin [A’12(t - r)] f(u(r)) dz, 
” 
and 
where 6 depends only on 6,) E, and p (and not on v, I, supp f _, supp g ~ ). 
Although the uniqueness of the fixed point is not known a priori, it is 
possible to prove the following result: 
LEMMA 4. For arbitrary fP E H132(R”), gP E L2( UP), v E R u ( - 00 }, 
v E I, and f as above, 8:= L 2(,Z + ‘)/(?I - 1) - E 1 H1/2,2(” + I)/(‘2 - 1) - 2E &I ( 2 ( 1) n 
L”(Z, Lp+ ‘(R”)), th e mapping T has at most one fixed point in v. 
Proof: Assume U, VE r are fixed points. Just as in Lemma 1 we con- 
clude with j7=2(n+ l)/(n- 1)-28, l/b+ l/p’= 1: 
llu(t) - v(t)llLF < c I : (t-z)-‘“- 1~(1’2--‘~‘)~~f(u(~))-f(v(~))~/Lpd~. 
Because of 
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an application of the generalized Young’s inequality gives 
l/Mn + l)l(n+ 3))- El 
x Ilu(t)-~(s)ll~i.]~(~+‘)‘(~+~)~~~ dz 
Because of u/(2--p))(p- 1) = ((n + 1)/2)(p- 1) + s2 the term 
ll~ll~~ic~-~~-l) can be estimated just as in the proof, part (b) of Lemma 1. 
Thus 
where O<y<p-- 1. 
In the case v = -co, the assumption U, v E L2@+ ‘)‘+ 1)-E (Z, Z-Z”23”‘(Rn)) 
allows us to conclude that the term in brackets is less then 1/2c, provided 
Z= ( - co, p], I p[ sufficiently large. Thus u(t) = v(t) in ( - cc, p] a.e. Then 
consider the interval Z= [ ?, ?+ E,J of length .Q (dependent on u and II), 
such that the term in brackets is less than < 1/2c to get u(t) = u(t) in Z a.e. 
Step by step it is possible to proceed with intervals of constant length to 
conclude finally u(t) = v(t) a.e. in the given interval Z, i.e., u = v in f? In the 
case v > --cc the procedure is similar starting with an interval of length s0 
containing v. 
In the following we want to get rid of the assumption of compact sup- 
port for f- , g- , and moreover we want to show an energy inequality in 
this general case. First of all we consider a regularized problem in the 
following sense: if fP E ZZlt2( W), gP E L2( W) are given with 
Ilf- II ff1.2 + II g- II L,* G t 6 13 
we approximate f- , g- by a sequence of functions f?, g? E CF( W) in the 
sense that 
Ilf”‘-f-llHL*+ IIg”‘-g~II L2 + 0 (j-, a), 
and 
IlfL!‘II H1.2 + II g”‘ll LZ 6 6 * forany jEN. 
58(3.‘63 ‘I 4 
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Moreover we regularize the nonlinearity f by a sequence of functions 
f;. E P(R) with the following properties: 
.fp) = 0, If@)1 < Elsl p - ‘, If;(s)1 6 cj forsER,jEN. 
jJ(s) = zi for s > j, f;(s) = 2, for s < -j, 
and 
fj(s) -f(s) 0 + ~0 1 forsEE% 
LEMMA 5. Let v E R he arbitrary but fixed. The Cauchy problem 
u;+Auj+&.(u,)=o 
uj(v) = u”)(v):= cos (A”*v)f?)+ A-“* sin (A”*v) g?) 
u~(v)=u~~‘(v):=cos (A”*v) g+A”‘sin (A”*v)f(i) 
has a unique solution uj in the class Pn L”(I, flpf’(Rn))for any je N and 
any finite interval I with v E I c R. The following estimates hold independently 
of I, v, j: 
where S’=6’(6, a,)+0 (6,6, -+O). 
Proof. By standard methods the boundedness assumption on fi and fj 
allows us to show that any of the Cauchy problems is uniquely solvable by 
a function 
Uj E Cpoc ([WY II*‘*( Rn)) n C{,, (R, fI’**( Rn) n Cf,, (R, L*( R”)). 
This uj is a solution of the integral equation 
u,(t) = cos (A I?) f”’ + /j ~ 1’2 sin (A “*t) gy) 
+b-I’* sin [ALj2(t - z)] f,(uj(r)) dz. ” 
Now H*,*(W) c II ‘I2 + ‘**w + ‘v(~ - ‘) - *&( W), and thus uj E v. Therefore uj is 
the unique solution (cf. Lemmas 3 and 4) of this equation, thus fulfilling 
ll”jll PG 6 and 
independently of I, j. 
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As a solution of the Cauchy problem ui fulfills the energy identity, where 
I;j(S):= S~fi(~) da: 
$llui(t)l12 + $IlA1’2uj(t)l12 + in F,(uj(t)) dx 
= #4?‘(v,ll’+ #I‘4 1’2d!‘(V)l/2 + 1 F’(u”‘(v)) dx R” 
< $@“(v)l12 + &IIA1’2~(i)(v)I12 + c in l~~)(v)l~+~ dx 
~~llu”“(v)ll2+~~~~1’2u~“(v)ll2+cllA1’2u~)(v)ll~+1 
< c( Ilf”‘ll$.2 + llg”‘1/~2 + Ilf”‘llP’ 1 HI.2+ 11 g”‘ll pLit 1 ) 
<c(q+6f+‘). 
Now we have llu,ll v < 6 and thus 
II R” 
J”(ui(f)) dx ~~ll~i(t)llP,,++:(,,)~C~~+~, 
consequently 
~IIU~(t)l12+$lJA1’2U,(t)l12~C(~~+~~+1+8~+’). 
Now we proceed by taking the limit j + co. 
LEMMA 6. Let v E II3 be arbitrary, but fixed. The integral equation 
u(t) = cos (A1j2t) f- + A -'I2 sin (A”‘t) g_ 
+p1/2 sin [A1’2(f-~)] f(u(7)) d7 
Y 
has a unique solution u in V for any finite interval Z with v E Zc R, which 
fuifdls independently of Z and v: 
Proof According to Lemma 5 there exists a subsequence of {uj}, again 
denoted by {uj}, with the following properties: 
uj7z4in V, uj7u weak* in L”(R, H1,2(R”)), 
u,!7d weak* in L”( R, L2( W)). 
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Thus the claimed estimates for u hold. It remains to show that u satisfies 
the integral equation. Since each uj fulfills the corresponding integral 
equation and since the linear part obviously converges strongly in V if 
f") +f- in H'*2 and g(i) -+ g- in L2 (cf. Proof, part (a) of Lemma 1 ), it 
remains to show that 
s :A-“‘sin [A1’2(t-~)]fi(uj(~))dz- 
I 
‘A-1/2sin [A1/2(t-~)]f(u(~))d~(j+oo) in V. 
” 
Lemma 1 shows that each term here belongs to V with norm ~6. Thus it is 
enough to show 
(, 
,,‘A-1’2sin [A”2(t-~)][jj(~j(~))-f(~(r))] dz, 4) +O(j+co) 
Lqlx KY”) 
for any 4 E C,“(Zx Rn). 
First of all, uj is bounded in L2(Z, H1s2(Q)), uj’ bounded in L’(Z, L2(12)) 
for any bounded D c I? with bounds depending on Z, but not on IR. Thus 
we can assume uj7 u in H’,2(Zx 52), uj -+ u in L2(Zx Sz), uj + u a.e. in 
Z x IV. Consequently, fi(uj) + f( ) u a.e. in Ix R”. We want to apply the 
dominated convergence theorem to 
gj(t):= lRn J‘: (fj(uj(z)) -f(u(z))) AeLi2 sin [Al”(t - r)] 4(x, t) dz dx. 
This is possible since 
Ilfj(Uj(t))llLl~+l)i~(iW”) + Ilf(“(t))llL~~+‘)~~(R”) G C(IIUj(r)ll~~.* + Il”(z)ll~1.2) < Cblp, 
thus fi(uj) --ME L(p+l)‘P(Zx BY’) with uniformly bounded norm. 
Obviously A-‘12 sin [A”‘(?-r)] 4(x, t)~L~+l(Zx 68”) so that gj(t)+O 
pointwise in Z(j + co) and I gj( t)l < c E L’(Z). This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 7. The solution u of Lemma 6 fulfills the energy inequality: 
#Wl12 + tll~1~240112 + jRn Ftu(t)) dx 
~fllg~l12+~llA1’2f~l12+~II~-~~~Il~p+~(~.) 
for t E R, where F(s):= 1; f(o) d o and c is independent of v, t. Here u-(v):= 
c0S (A’/‘v) f- +A-1’2sin (A112v) g_. 
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Proof: Energy conservation for uj (cf. Lemma 5) means that 
~llqol12 + tllA 1’2Uj(t)l12+[ Fj(Uj(t))dX 
W” 
= fllg!)l12 + $lA”2f(i)ll* + 
I 
Q.&)(v)) dx. 
R” 
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Now 
f”(U(!‘(V)) dx < ~ll~‘!‘(~)llP,~+f 
‘<C((IU-(v)@tif+ Ill&‘(v)-u-(v)IIpHtz1) 
<C(llU-(v)Il$p++f+ II&f”‘-f-II”,:2’+ IIg”‘-g-llP,:l) 
+ cllu-(v)llg++t (j + al 1. 
Since supls Rll~j( t)ll ,,u < 6’ we conclude uj( t) -+ u(t) a.e. in R” for a sub- 
sequence, thus Fj(uj(t)) + F(u(t)) a.e. in R”. 
Furthermore Fj( uj( t)) is bounded in L ’ + “( W”) for E > 0 sufficiently small, 
since uj(t) is bounded in H1*2(Rn), so that Fj(uj(t))--F(u(t)) in L1+‘(R”). 
Thus we can pass to the limit in the conservation laws for uj above to get 
the desired result. 
Finally the limit v + CL, has to be taken. 
THEOREM 1. The integral equation 
has a unique solution u in JT= ~*(n+ ‘)/Cn- 1j-e ([w, ~1/232(n + lh’(n- lb-28 ((in)) 
n Lp(R,Lp+‘(lR”)), which furfirs: llullv<6, SU~~~~(IIU(~)~~~I,~(~~) + 
b’(~)ll L.Z( u-p)) < 6’. 
Proof: We start with the solution u,(t) of the integral equation 
u,(t)=u-(t)+ j'A-1'2 sin [A”*(t - z)] f(u(z)) dz 
” 
with the property U,E V, Ilu,llV<6, SU~~~~(U~(~)II~I.~+ Ilu:(t)llLz)<6’ 
independently of v. 
Let ~.=~2(n+l)/(n-l)-& ((w L2(n+l)/(nm11)b*E (Rn)) The technique of the 
proof of Lemma 4 shows, if v’< p, 
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ll~“-~,llx~ 
lb 
rAP1/2sin [A1~2(t-r)][f(uV(r))-f(u,(r))] dz 
P II x 
+ 
11-L 
Ir A-“*sin [A”2(t-t)] f(u,(r)) dz 
II X 
6c(Il~“llpv-‘+ II~plIpY-‘)lI~“--pllx 
+ cllu,ll$- ‘~~Uyl~~2(n+ll/ln-ll~-i((.- ar,p], 21”+ll,(n-l)-2~) 
6 2cw ‘1124, - uJ,+ C~p-‘~~Uy~~~21n+ll/ln~~I)~C(( m,lr],~2(“+I)/(n-~)-2r(~“)). 
Since 2~6~~ ’ d 4 (possibly 6 has to be arranged from the beginning in such 
a way), we conclude 
;ll~“-~,llx~c~p~llI~ II ” ~2(n+I)/(n-I)-i((~cc,~],~21n+Ll/(n-I)-20( R”)). 
Now from the integral equation again we derive by a similar estimate like 
that just given, 
lIU,lI~Z(n+lll~n~l~-r((~~,~],~Z(n+l~/ln~1l~2~( fp)) 
6 cIlup II L2(n+lM~likr(( -oo,p],~2(“+ll/(n-l~-28(~“)) 
+ CIIUyIl(;-‘llU”ll~2~n+lll(n~ll~r((~~,~],~2(n+ll/ln~ll~ZE(~n)). 
The conditions c/lu,IIpVP1 < CC!?’ 6 + and uP~L2(n+‘)‘(n-1)--E 
(IL!, L*(” + ’ )lCn ~ ‘) ~ 2E( W)) allow us to conclude 
IIUyll~2(n+I)iin~l)~~((~30,,],~2(n+1’!1n~l)~2”(~“)) -+O (v<p+ -a), 
thus IIu,-uJ~+O (v,/L-+ -co). 
Altogether, we have shown the existence of a subsequence {u,,} with the 
properties: 
2472.4 weak* in L”( R, H1x2( W)), 
U:-U weak* in L”( R, L*(W)), 
U”7U in V, 24, -+ 24 in X. 
Therefore u can be estimated as claimed above. It is shown that u is a 
solution of the integral equation provided 
’ A-“‘sin [A112(t- r)] f(u,(r)) dz 
- I ’ /“‘sin [A1’2(t-r)]f(~(r)) dz +O --a, II x 
asp+ -cc 
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By an estimate analogous to that just given, this can be majorized by 
cwl$-‘+ lI~fllI$-l)Il~--ulrl/x 
+ cllu,IIpv- lllull ~21n+l)/(n-I)~E((-oa,~],~2(“+l)/(n-l)-2&( W”)) 
< 2&--IIIll- u,llx+ C~p~‘IIUII~2~n+l)l~n-l~-i((-aO,~],L2l”+IM~n-l)-2( R”)) 
-Ok+ --co), 
because up -+ u in X and u E L 2(n+l)/(n-1)--E ([w, L2(n+I)/(n~l)--&(IWn)). The 
uniqueness follows from Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 8. The solution u of Theorem 1 satisfies the energy inequality: 
Proof: According to Lemma 7 we have 
fl14Wl12 + illA 1/2U”(t)l12 + 1 F(u,(t)) dx 
~filg~ll’+fllA~~~f~lI~~cllu~(v)ll~~~. 
We want to show that IIz.-(v)I(~~+I  0 (v + -00). It is well known that the 
matrix operator 
U,(t):= 
( 
cos (Pt) A-‘j2 sin (A112t) 
-A ‘I2 sin (A “‘t) cos (H2t) ) 
defines a unitary strongly continuous group in the Hilbert space 
H1**(Rn) 0 L2( W). 
One has U,,( t)( :I) = (;~$j), thus 
where d(t)+0 as t+O. This means that u-: R+LP+l(lRn) is uniformly 
continuous. Since u- EL~([W, LPf’(Rn)), we have IIu-(v)II~~+~ -+O 
(v+ -co). Furthermore we can assume u,(t)--(t) in H’,‘(UY), 
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u:(t)- u’(t) in L2(R”), F(u,(t)) + F(u(t)) a.e. in R”, which gives the desired 
result. 
It remains to prove that the u constructed from z._ has in fact the 
property that u(t)--u-(t)+0 (t --) -00) in the sense of energy norms. 
Moreover we have to show the existence of a solution U, of the linear 
Klein-Gordon equation such that u(t) - u+(t) --+ 0 (t + + 00). 
THEOREM 2. Let u-(t):= cos (A ‘j2f) f- + A ~ ‘/* sin (A ‘/*t) g- and let u 
be the solution of Theorem 1. With the notation ll~(t)11,2:=411A”~v(t)ll*+ 
+llu’(t)ll 2 the following asymptotic property is valid: 
ll4~)-~-(~)ll,-+o (t-+ -a). 
Proof: Part (c) of the proof of Lemma 1 shows 
l14t)--up(t)llL”+l ~CI14Py(..,,r)> 
where 
Jqwco,f) :=L2(n+I)/(n~I)-E((_CO) t),H’/*.2(“+l)l(n~I)-2&(IWn)) 
nLP((-CO, t), Lp+‘(R”)). 
Thus Ilu(t)-u-(t)llLP+l-+O (t+ -m). 
According to the proof of Lemma 8 we have IIu- (t)ll Lp+l -+ 0 (t -B -co), 
thus II~(t)ll~p+, O (t + -co) and (*) jRn F(u(t)) dx+O (t+ -co). 
It is convenient to rewrite the integral equation in the following form: 
or equivalently, 
Similarly to part (c) of the proof of Lemma 1 we derive 
Furthermore, Lemma 8 together with the boundedness of JR” F(u(t)) dx 
shows the boundedness of 
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Consequently each weak accumulation point of U,( - t)(;y))) in H1r2 @ L2 
as t --f --oo equals (;I), thus using (*) and Lemma 8 we get 
This shows that IIUo(-t)(~~~~))(lH1.2QL2 -+ j/(~~)11H1.2~L2 as t-+ -00, and 
together with weak convergence, 
II4+~-wll,2=~ IICFJ - u”(t) (;: ll:I>2@)L2 
=~~~uo(-t,(~~~))-(~~)~~~,,2QL2~o (t-+ -co). 
THEOREM 3. Let u be the solution of Theorem 1 and define 
u+(t):=u(t)+Jrn A-1’2 sin [A”‘(t - T)] f(u(z)) dt. 
* 
Then u, is a solution of the linear Klein-Gordon equation which fulfills 
IIU(t)-U+(t)ll.+O (t-t +=)I; u+ is uniquely determined by this property. 
Furthermore one has llu+(t)ll,2= Ilup(t)ll,2 for any tE R. 
ProofI The definition of U, can be rewritten as 
or equivalently, 
Defining (,f:):= U,( - t)&)) u+w we derive as above 
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where V( t, co) is defined in the same manner 
way we show 
as V( - co, t). In the same 
+a). (*) 
U,( - t)($,)) being bounded in H’,2 0 L2 has as its unique weak 
accumulation point ( fi ) E H’s2 @ L2. Thus (U+(r)) - U,( t)( 2 ) is a solution of u+“j - 
the linear Klein-Gordon equation in H’,2 @ L , consequently just as in the 
case of U- we have U, EL~([W, LPfl(R”)) as well as u,: IR--FL~+~(W) 
uniformly continuous, and so I(u+(t)llLP+l +O (t -+ +co). From (*) we con- 
clude IIu(t)llLp+l+O (t-’ +co), and jRnF(u(t))dx+O (t+ +a). 
Therefore Lemma 8 gives us 
t 
(**I 
Consequently f, , g, fulfill the same regularity and smallness assumptions 
as f _, g- , and u as a solution of the integral equation u(t) = u+(t) - 
jyA-1’2sin [Al’*(f- r)] f(u(r)) d r can be shown just as before to fulfill the 
energy inequality: 
Thus (w) shows that 
f+ * ll( )il g+ H’,2 @ L2 
therefore together with weak convergence 
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The uniqueness of U, follows at once from energy conservation. Finally by 
the proof of Theorem 2 and the energy inequality for u we have 
which together with (w) shows 
The proof is complete. 
2. A UNIQUENFS RESULT 
It is not hard to prove a uniqueness result for arbitrary initial data of 
finite energy which contains the limit case p = (n + 2)/(n - 2) as well. 
THEOREM 4. If f~C~,,,(R, R) fulfills f(O)=0 and If’(s)1 <&~lp-’ for 
s E R, and if f _ E ZZ1,2( W), g _ E L2( W), v E Zc w, and U, u are solutions of 
the integral equation 
u(r)=u~(t)+p’!” sin [A1’2(t-r)] f(u(z)) dz 
Y 
in the class p= L”(Z, L P+ 1 ([w”)) n L2(n+ ‘W- 1) (1, fpAn+lMn- 1) (pz)), 
then u=u,prouided 1+4/(n-l)<p<1+4/(n-2) (p<cc ifn=2). 
Proof: Let us concentrate on the most difficult case p = 1 + 4/(n - 2), 
n > 3. Similarly as in Lemma 4 we get 
lb(t) - u(f)llL2ln+lvw) 
<c ‘(t-~)-‘n-‘ucn+1)llf(~(~))-f(u(t))llL~~”+~~,~n+lidt. I ” 
Now one has by interpolation, 
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Ilf(u) --f(U)IlL2ln+w(n+3) 
where l/r = (n - 1)/(2(n + 1)) - 1/(2n). With this r the imbedding 
H’i2~2(“+ l)i(n-l)(Rn) c L’(R”) holds so that we have by use of the 
generalized Young’s inequality: 
The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4 completes the proof. 
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